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Задание 1.
Fееlings:
These people are: worried, tired, excited, miserable, bored, stressed, puzzled,
scared
Задание 2.
How do you feel when you…?
• have an exam?
• work for a long time?
• don’t understand the task?
• are on holidays?
• have nothing to do?
• watch a spooky story cartoon?
Задание 3.
Choose the right word from the list:
1. The boy ….. the scoop from his toy-tractor (found, lost, did)
2. The boy ….. to the old factory. ( went, jumped, caught)
3. The boy ….. over the fence. ( jumped, washed, climbed)
4. The factory ….. old. The windows ….. broken. (had, was, were, did)
5. One tiny window ….. a light. (had, took, lost)
6. In the room the boy ….. a monster. (took, saw, bought)
7. The monster ….. on lipstick with the roller. (answered, opened, put)
8. The boy ….. out of the room and ….. down. (flew, fell, came, ran, slept)
9. The boy ….. around and saw two more monsters. They ….. dominoes with
the old man. (played, put, got, looked)
10.The King of monsters ….. on the throne.( sat, had, put)
11.
Задание 4.
Put the sentences into the correct order.
The boy climbed over the fence.
B. The boy lost the scoop from his toy-tractor.
C. The boy looked around and saw two more monsters. They played dominoes
with the old man.
D. In the room the boy saw a monster.
E. The monster put on lipstick with the roller.
F. The boy went to the old factory.
G. The factory was old. The windows were broken.
H. One tiny window had a light.

I. The King of monsters sat on the throne.
J. The boy ran out of the room and fell down.
Задание 5.
PAST SIMPLE. Regular and Irregular verbs.
climbed lost looked saw played put went was were had sat ran fell
Regular
Irregular
Задание 6.
PAST SIMPLE
lost saw put went was were had sat ran fell Irregular verbs
The First Form
The Second Form
be
fall
go
have
lose
put
run
see
sit

